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Cork, Bamboo, Eucalyptus, FSC Hardwood Flooring

engineered wide-plank Fsc oak Flooring
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Modern engineering makes it harder than oak
Our engineered 3-layer cross lamination construction has
superior strength and dimensional stability and is 75%
more stable than solid hardwood.
- 6mm sawn veneer layer is three times as thick as some
competitive brands
- Harvested from FSC Chain-of-Custody certified and
managed forests

Antique Bronze

Burgundy

Ipe

Stands up to high traffic
Get old world luxury from 7 7/16’’ wide and 25/32’’ thick
planks with the convenience of installing our engineered
oak as a floating, glued-down or conventionally naileddown floor. Ideal for below-grade and radiant floor
applications.
- Dry-sawn (not wet rotary sliced) veneer reveals solid
oak’s true natural grain
- 6’ long planks in a 75%-25% proportional mix with
3’ long planks
- 25-year structural and 5-year renewable ﬁnish warranty

Rich and distinctive colors
We have 14 colors and natural wood to choose from.
We use premium German and Swiss pigments for higher
optical definition and color vibrancy. Custom coloring is
available upon request.
- High-trafﬁc non-yellowing varnish for a high-trafﬁc ﬂoor
- Protected by 6 coats of our low-VOC, MP765 waterbase finishing system
- MP765 finish system re-coats quickly and easily with
no stripping, sanding or residual odor

Malt

Mocha

Morocco

Natural

Nero

Nutmeg

Oyster

Achieve LEED® certification with DuroDesign
- LEED® MR Credit 7: Certified Wood
- LEED® EQ Credit 4: Low-Emitting Materials

Pastis

FSC Oak Flooring colors
Raw Umber

Wenge

LOGO

FSC
PRIVATE RESIDENCE. BURR RIDGE, IL > Raw Umber

Steel Gray

Fsc oak

Custom staining available. For information on:
Installation, warranty, technical specifications,
maintenance and more visit : www.durodesign.com

FSC OAK
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COMMERCIAL FLOORING

Luxurious wide-plank oak ﬂooring makes a beautiful ﬁrst impression

Wide-plank oak ﬂooring for any ﬂooring application
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Fsc oak
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For more information on products or to get free
product or color samples contact your local showroom

cork, Bamboo, eucalyptus, Fsc hardwood Flooring

Tel.: 450.978.3403 | Toll Free : 1.888.528.8518
Fax: 450.978. 2542 | info@durodesign.com
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